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It was summertime and Ella, Otto, Nina, Finn and their 
puppy Emma could be found playing at the park. It seemed 

like a normal day in Gold City.





Suddenly, Emma barked. 
“Emma, what’s wrong?” asked Ella.



“Oh no! Something 
went wrong at 

Robot Labs! 
We have to protect 

the people!” 
shouted Otto.

 
“SuperCrew, you 

know what to do! 
Get ready to save 

Gold City!” said 
Ella confidently. 



Ella, Otto, Nina and Finn put on their beanies



and transformed into the SuperCrew.



Suited up and ready for action, the SuperCrew faced the city.
“A robot has escaped from the lab!” cried Nina.



“It’s ok, SuperCrew! We can stop him before he destroys Gold City!” said Finn.
“He seems strong, but we are stronger!” agreed Ella. 



While Nina covered the crowd with her healing power, 
Otto sprang into action, activating his super shield to protect 

the SuperCrew and the citizens of the city.

Bricks and rubble fell around them as the robot destroyed 
the city, but Finn used his ability to freeze time.

“Now you have more time to stop the robot!” said Finn. 



While Nina covered the crowd with her healing power, 
Otto sprang into action, activating his super shield to protect 

the SuperCrew and the citizens of the city.

Bricks and rubble fell around them as the robot destroyed 
the city, but Finn used his ability to freeze time.

“Now you have more time to stop the robot!” said Finn. 



“Don’t worry! We have what it takes to 
stop him!” said Finn as he charged ahead.

Ella used her super strength to move 
the rubble out of the way. Suddenly, 

the city fell into darkness as the robot 
snapped the power line in half.





“Finn, wait for us! You can’t 
fight him alone! We need to 
help each other,” shouted 
Ella as she ran after Finn. 



Otto used his super 
shield to protect Finn 

from the robot. 



Finn made it to safety alongside 
Ella, Nina and Otto. “You are right. 
We are always stronger together 

than we are alone!” said Finn. 



“SuperCrew, we need to 
keep going to stop the 
robot once and for all!” 

said Ella. 



“Emma, go and bring the 
people to safety!” said Ella. 

Emma barked in agreement 
and ran off to keep the 
people safe. Then, the 

SuperCrew approached the 
robot and got ready to save 

Gold City.





“Come on, SuperCrew! We can beat him 
if we combine all of our powers at once!” 
said Ella. The SuperCrew activated their 

powers and the final battle began.





The robot was losing strength as the SuperCrew 
fought with all their might. He fell to the 

ground - the SuperCrew had stopped him from 
destroying the city!



Together, the SuperCrew was 
an unstoppable force, using 
security, strength, positivity 
and healing to conquer the 

toughest of battles. 



The robot sat on the ground, defeated. 



“Let’s go talk to him and 
make sure he is going to 

be okay,” said Nina. 



“Robot, you caused a lot of sadness and fear 
today. But don’t worry, we can help you learn 
how to be good. Happiness is always stronger 

than sadness,” said Nina to the robot. 



As her healing power 
hit the robot, he smiled 

and looked at 
the SuperCrew.



The robot gave the 
SuperCrew a giant high-five. 

“Welcome to the SuperCrew, 
robot! We’ve got a lot to 

teach you!” said Ella. 



“Let’s start by restoring our city,” said Otto.

“With the robot’s help, we can make the 
city even better!” said Finn.



The SuperCrew and their 
new friend looked out at 

Gold City.



“We did it!” said Ella. “See what happens when
we help each other conquer difficult battles? 

Together, we can change the world.”



OTTO
SUPERHERO COLOR

Blue  

SUPER POWER 

Safety Shield

CHARACTERISTICS

• Responsibility

• Security

• Moral Compass 

• Voice of Reason

REPRESENTATION

Otto represents the feeling of security that children may 

sometimes struggle to find throughout treatment. His super 

power represents this in the form of a safety shield that he uses 

to shield the SuperCrew from danger.

ELLA 
SUPERHERO COLOR

Green  

SUPER POWER 

Super Strength

CHARACTERISTICS

• Strength

• Motivation

• Leadership

• Adventure

REPRESENTATION

Ella represents the strength that children need during 

the difficult process of cancer treatment. Her super power 

represents this physically while her personality shows that 

strength can also be demonstrated in different ways such as 

leadership, assurance and motivation. 

MEET THE SUPERCREW



NINA 
SUPERHERO COLOR

Red  

SUPER POWER 

Healing

CHARACTERISTICS

• Loving

• Brave

• Empathetic

• Compassionate 

REPRESENTATION

Nina represents heart - the emotional or moral maturity and 

intuition needed in a difficult situation. Her super power allows 

her to heal those who have been hurt physically or emotionally 

and reflects a child’s need for compassion and love during the 

process of treatment. 

FINN
SUPERHERO COLOR

Yellow

SUPER POWER 

Freeze Time

CHARACTERISTICS

• Happy

• Positive 

• Bubbly

• Jokester

REPRESENTATION

Finn represents positivity. He is spontaneous, bright and injects joy 

into every situation. Joy has the ability to make you feel as if time 

has stopped which is represented through Finn’s super power. 



When a robot tries to destroy the city, 
it’s up to the SuperCrew to stop him. 
Join Ella, Finn, Otto and Nina on their 

quest to save the day!


